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It's not really easy to know when we can click on a list to expand it
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Status: Released   

Priority: 3   

Assignee: Arthur ANGLADE   

Category: Web - UI & UX   

Target version: 2.4.0~alpha4   

Pull Request:  User visibility:  

UX impact:  Effort required:  

Suggestion strength:  Regression:  

Description

The Node list and the Event list are clickable to show more details about the node (resp eventlog)

However, expect for the mouse pointer that becomes an hand, there's nothing showing one could click on it to have more

information. It's even more strinking on the eventlog list, for some are clickable (they have details), and some are not (they don't)

There should be some graphical indication (an icon, a different text, or something else)

Associated revisions

Revision 667e4a3b - 2012-02-02 12:21 - Arthur ANGLADE

Fixes #2182 added underlined attribute to css, now clickable lists are underlined

History

#1 - 2012-01-24 09:22 - Jonathan CLARKE

- File triangle_store_directory.png added

I suggest using an icon as in to open a folder in a file explorer (arrow pointing right that indicates possibility to fold down), like the one attached. It

would transform into an arrow pointing down when the information is expanded, and come back to pointing right when is it closed again.

How does this sound?

#2 - 2012-01-30 11:12 - François ARMAND

- Assignee set to Arthur ANGLADE

#3 - 2012-01-30 11:18 - François ARMAND

The list to modify are in:

asset management => accept new node => Review new node

asset management => accept new node => History

administration => event logs

Perhaps use the same style (to be consistent) also for:

asset management => search nodes => list of node

asset management => groups => list of node

#4 - 2012-01-30 14:02 - Arthur ANGLADE

- Status changed from New to In progress

#5 - 2012-02-02 12:21 - Arthur ANGLADE

- Status changed from In progress to Pending technical review

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 667e4a3b08c41e178aefd4c72abc5627091e159b.
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https://issues.rudder.io/projects/rudder/repository/rudder/revisions/667e4a3b08c41e178aefd4c72abc5627091e159b


#6 - 2012-04-11 16:46 - Matthieu CERDA

This looks fine on rudder-snapshot ! Thanks AAN.

#7 - 2012-04-12 11:58 - Nicolas CHARLES

- Status changed from Pending technical review to 10

#8 - 2012-04-22 13:57 - Jonathan CLARKE

- Status changed from 10 to Released
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